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WORK EXPERIENCE

Hotels NG FEBRUARY 2023 - PRESENT
Software Engineer Lagos, Nigeria
 Redesigned Timbu product quality by engineering comprehensive unit and end-to-end tests, ensuring a significant 60%

decline in bugs and fostering customer satisfaction by 80%.
 Implemented cutting-edge front-end technologies, including React.js, TypeScript, and Redux, to develop and maintain high-

performing web applications. Leading to a remarkable 30% boost in user engagement and a notable 20% faster page load
performance.

 Collaborated with UX designers and product managers to create intuitive UI and data visualization on web and mobile
applications, contributing to users engagement through a notable increase of 30% and a 40% reduction in support requests.

 Migrated a CRA application to Next.js, achieving an impressive 80% improvement in Server-Side Rendering (SSR) and 80%
traffic growth based on Google Analytics.

 Development and optimization of user-centric Retail-tech/E-commerce solutions like Anthill Eight, Timbu Cloud API,
Cars.ng and HNG Tech.

QuellCode January 2022 - DECEMBER 2022
Frontend Developer Maharashtra, India
 Implemented advanced features and functionalities, enhancing security measures and achieving a commendable 25%

reduction in potential vulnerabilities.
 Collaborated with the team to overhaul the website structure, resulting in a 20% improvement in loading speed and overall

user experience.
 Leveraging the latest technologies, I optimized our code deployment processes, achieving an impressive 30% reduction in

deployment time. This optimization not only enhanced team efficiency but also facilitated faster iterations and quicker
response times to client needs.

 Ensured software quality through regular code reviews and integration of automated testing frameworks, leading to an
outstanding 95% reduction in defects and a 30% improvement in overall quality.

 Utilized agile principles to optimize code deployment, resulting in a remarkable 50% reduction in deployment time,
enhancing team efficiency and enabling faster iterations.

Chemontronix September 2021 - JANUARY 2022
Front-End Developer Osun, Nigeria
 Conducted codebase reviews and offered constructive feedback, resulting in a 50% reduction in development time and

enhanced code quality.
 Incorporated Git and GitHub for version control and collaborated in a competent manner among cross-functional teams,

achieving a 30% increase in team productivity and streamlined codebase management.
 Assessed unit testing approach using Jest, RTL and debugging, identifying and resolving issues, resulting in a 25%

reduction in critical bugs and achieved application stability.

EDUCATION

Obafemi Awolowo University MARCH 2017 - 2023
BSC. Computer Science

OTHERS

Technical Skills: TypeScript, Next.js, TailwindCSS, RTL(React Testing Library), Jest, Prisma.js, React.js, Node,
Vue, Nuxt.
Certifications & Training: HNGi9, kodeCamp Intermediate React training.
Language: English(ESL), Spanish(LEVEL A1)
Links: LinkedIn, Github, Portfolio

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ik-divine/
https://github.com/Itz-thevine

